Press release

hotelforum is looking for the winner of the Hotel Property Award 2019
-

The European “Hotel Property Award 2019” will be presented in
Munich on Wednesday, 9 October

-

Application deadline 30 June

Munich, 25th April 2019 – hotelforum, the European Hotel Development
Conference, will be held this year on Wednesday, 9 October. The competition
aims to appeal to both hotel developers as well as to hotel owners, operators,
investors, architects and interior designer. Both the conference and the evening
function will take place at the Bayerischer Hof in Munich, and the highlight of the
gala evening will be the presentation of the “Hotel Property Award”.

The Hotel Property Award competition welcomes applications from hotels all over
Europe, which opened between January 2018 and June 2019. They must stand
out from their competitors through a successful overall approach consisting of
architecture, design and innovation. hotelforum regards a homogeneous
combination of the individual aspects to form a winning, economically-successful
hotel concept as crucial, regardless of the category of the hotel.

The well-known industry award is to be presented for the 17th time this year. An
expert jury will be selecting up to 10 nominees from among all the applicants at the
beginning of September, and these will be presented as part of an exhibition at the
conference on 9 October. The three finalists and the overall winner will not be
announced until the evening.

The deadline for applications is 30 June, and the application forms will be available
at

https://www.hotelforum.org/en/awards/hotel-property-award/how-to-apply/
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More information about hotelforum:
hotelforum is the European Hotel Development Conference, which for 17 years
now has been a regular annual feature accommodating networking and
exchanges between experts when it comes to hotel properties. The conference
agenda and the evening function at the Hotel Bayerischer Hof in Munich offer a
highly-qualified communication platform as part of the Expo Real trade fair for real
estate. The gala evening will culminate in the presentation of the “Hotel Property
Award”. 2019’s event will be held on Wednesday, 9 October. You will find more
information at www.hotelforum.org.

Your contact at hotelforum:
Andreas Martin
Managing Director
hotelforum management GmbH
T +49 (0)30 841 82 138 / -139
M +49 (0)172 8961737
andreas.martin@hotelforum.org
www.hotelforum.org

Your contact for press enquiries:
Martina Rozok
ROZOK GmbH
T +49 (0)30 400 44 68-1
M +49 (0)170 23 55 988
m@rozok.de
www.rozok.de
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